We use origami to create a compact, scalable three-dimensional (3-D) biobattery stack that delivers on-demand energy to the portable biosensors. Folding allows a two-dimensional (2-D) paper sheet possessing predefined functional components to form nine 3-D microbial fuel cells (MFCs), and connect them serially within a small and single unit (5.6 cm × 5.6 cm). We load the biocatalyst Pseudomonas aeruginosa PA01 in predefined areas that form the MFCs, and freeze-dry them for long-term storage. The biobattery stack generates a maximum power and current of 20 µW and 25 µA, respectively, via microbial metabolism when the freeze-dried cells are rehydrated with readily available wastewater. This work establishes an innovative strategy to revolutionize the fabrication, storage, operation, and application of paper-based MFCs, which could potentially make energy available even in resource-limited settings.
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1. Introduction

Microbial fuel cells (MFCs) are one of the most exciting new energy-scavenging technologies, especially for use in remote and resource-limited environments [1–3]. MFCs harvest bioelectricity from any biodegradable organic compounds (e.g., wastewater) via microbial electron transport chains. Existing MFCs have limited power generation, reducing their possible applications [4,5]. However, the technology remains attractive as a self-sustainable power supply, even in challenging environments. The MFCs have unique advantages over other energy-harvesting techniques, including (i) on-demand and rapid power generation without charging; (ii) low-cost materials and easy fabrication; and (iii) self-assembling and self-repairing bacterial features that make the MFCs (iv) self-sustainable and eco-friendly. Furthermore, the technique can be useful for powering underwater wireless sensor networks [6]. Many research groups have revolutionized the MFC technique and its applications by miniaturizing the device for powering standalone and portable electronics that require low energy consumption, but simple and fast energy production [7–12]. One of the excellent application examples of the miniaturized MFCs powers disposable point-of-care (POC) biosensors, demanding only tens of micro-power for a couple of minutes [13–15]. Recent paper-based miniaturized MFCs are attracting more attention as a power source because they fulfill the ASSURED biosensor criteria that the World Health Organization defined for diagnostic devices in developing countries: Affordable, Sensitive, Specific, User-friendly, Rapid and robust, Equipment-free, and Deliverable to end-users [16]. Paper MFCs can be readily incorporated in those ASSURED biosensors for easy system integration, offering low-cost, disposable, rapid, and simple power generation without external equipment [17–26]. The biocompatibility and fiber structure of paper induces the formation of a densely packed biofilm and generates high performance, as they provide a large surface area for bacterial attachments and a porous structure for the efficient mass transfer of ions, nutrients, and byproducts. Significant advances
Batteries allow us to add patterned conductive and hydrophilic characteristics to paper, increasing its suitability as a substrate for MFCs [27–29]. The added characteristics allow the effective harvesting of electrons from the MFCs. In addition, our recent ability to freeze-dry electricity-generating bacterial cells (or exoelectrogens) in paper allowed a long battery shelf life and the easy activation for a self-powered device in resource-limited settings [29].

The sufficient number of the bacterial cells can be stored intact without losing their electron-generating capacity until used, and be readily activated by various liquids available in any challenging area. Very recently, we demonstrated an MFC battery stack fabricated on a single sheet of paper that allowed on-demand activation with human saliva [29,30]. All of the functional layers for the fuel cell architecture were precisely designed in the paper sheet, and 16 MFC units were connected in a series to increase the power and output voltage. However, several practical challenges remain. First, the device (16 cm × 10 cm) was too big to carry around. This is because the metallic wires and electrical switches had to be patterned and mounted, respectively, on the paper to connect the MFCs in series, taking up 18% of the device. The electrical switches were necessary, because individual MFC units must be disconnected until they reach the maximum performance level. Otherwise, a voltage reversal from the weakest unit will take place, reducing the overall battery performance [31]. Second, the anodic chamber volume was very limited, because of the other necessary components (i.e., membrane and cathode) that needed to be integrated into a single sheet of paper. Since the anodic chamber volume determines the actual surface area for the bacterial attachment, this limiting factor can substantially reduce the performance of the MFC [26,29].

In this work, we created a compact three-dimensional (3-D) battery stack through the origami technique, reducing the overall device size by about 20% (5.6 cm × 5.6 cm) and eliminating the limitation in controlling the anodic chamber volume (Figure 1a). A two-dimensional (2-D) sheet of paper was designed and patterned to have folding tabs on which holes (for cathodic reaction and sample injection, respectively), anodic chambers, an air cathode, and electrical wires were fabricated (Figure 1b,c). By folding the tabs, nine MFC units were configured and connected in series (Figure 1d–g). The metallic wires were well designed and patterned on two designated folding tabs, which upon folding reduced the size compared to previous devices. The specific folding pattern created the series connection of the nine MFCs. Furthermore, folding and unfolding the device functioned as an electrical switch for the series connection. The multilayer configuration ensured that the anodic chamber was occupied throughout the entire device, and also increased the overall volume and surface area for the bacterial attachments. This innovative platform allowed us to combine multiple individual batteries into a single, stronger pocket-sized battery stack, making the batteries easier to transport; it also allowed us to explore designs that are not possible with rigid materials. Finally, simple batch-fabrication methods (i.e., printing, brushing, and spraying) were applicable for the mass production of the paper-based MFCs. Freeze-dried Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 in the conductive and hydrophilic anodic chambers were rehydrated by using wastewater as an organic activation sample, and the nine MFCs connected in series generated a maximum output voltage of 2.3 V and power of 20 µW, which will be sufficient to operate actual low-power biosensing applications. This pocket-sized device holds considerable promise as an on-demand power source for use in remote and resource-limited environments.
Figure 1. (a) An origami paper-based biobattery stack and schematic diagram of a cross-section of the single unit; (b) Front and (c) back view of the two-dimensional (2-D) sheet of paper before folding; (d–f) Folding processes for the three-dimensional (3-D) battery stack and its metallic wire configuration; (g) Front and back view of the folded battery stack.
2. Experimental Sections

Materials: Poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT:PSS), 5 wt % Nafion solution, dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), 3-glycidoxypropy-trimethoxysilane (3-G) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. Activated carbon (AC) powders and a nickel conductive spray were obtained from Cabot Corporation (Boston, MA, USA) and MG Chemicals (Burlington, ON, Canada), respectively. Whatman 3MM chromatography papers (Philadelphia, PA, USA) were purchased from VWR. All materials and chemicals were used as received without further treatment.

Wax patterning on paper: MFC devices were fabricated using a wax printing technique. Specific device patterns were designed using AutoCAD software, and printed onto the chromatography paper using Xerox Phaser printer (ColorQube 8570 (Fairfield County, CT, USA)). Then, the printed paper was placed in an oven set at 150 °C for 30 s, and the hydrophobic wax melted into the paper substrate, defining device boundaries, forming PEMs, and strengthening the paper while retaining its flexibility.

Hydrophilic and conductive anodic chambers in paper: A 30-µL mixture of 1 wt % PEDOT:PSS and 5 wt % DMSO was sprayed onto the 2-D paper through a patterned stencil to form anodic chambers and air-dried for 8 h, which was repeated up to four times to reduce the sheet resistances of the anodes. To further increase their hydrophilicity, 20 µL of 2 wt % 3-glycidoxypropy-trimethoxysilane was also sprayed to individual chamber regions and air dried.

Air cathodes on paper: AC-based air cathodes were formed on paper with a nickel spray, which provides better conductivity for the cathode. The detailed fabrication processes for the air cathode on paper were reported in our previous reports [24–26]. In short, 15 mg·cm⁻² AC catalysts with a binder solution were brushed on the wax-based PEM, and subsequently air dried for 24 h (Figure S1). The binder solution was prepared with (i) 1200 µL of 5 wt % Nafion solution; (ii) 150 µL of deionized water; and (iii) 600 µL of isopropanol into a beaker, followed by ultrasonication for 1 min.

Metallic wires on paper: The thin-film plastic stencils for the metal deposition (1/16-inch acrylic sheets, McMaster-Carr (Aurora, OH, USA) were micromachined by laser cutting (Universal Laser System VLS 3.5). Nickel metallic wires were then sprayed onto the paper through the stencils.

Inoculum: Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 were cultured from −80 °C from bacterial glycerol stock by inoculating 30 mL of LB medium with gentle shaking in the air for 24 h at 35 °C. The LB media consisted of 10.0 g tryptone, 5.0 g yeast extract, and 5.0 g NaCl per liter. The culture was then centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 5 min to remove the supernatant. The bacterial cells were re-suspended in a new medium, and preloaded in the anodic chambers.

Freeze-drying: After the MFCs were preloaded with bacterial cells, the device was placed in a freeze dryer (FreeZone Plus 2.5 Liter Cascade Benchtop Freeze Dry System, Labconco, MO, USA) and the drying operation was performed at a pressure of 0.06 atm for 24 h with freezing, sublimation, and desorption processes. During the processes, the chamber temperature dropped to −25 °C, and then progressively increased back to room temperature. The paper MFCs were not affected by the freeze-drying process.

Bacterial Fixation and SEM Imaging: The SEM image samples were taken from anodic chambers with bacteria. They were immediately fixed in 2% glutaraldehyde solution overnight at 4 °C. Samples were then dehydrated by 5-min serial transfers through 50%, 70%, 80%, 90%, 95%, and 100% ethanol. Fixed samples were examined using a FESEM (field emission SEM) (Supra 55 VP, Zeiss (Jena, Germany)).

3. Results and Discussion

The MFC was based on a two-chambered device configuration consisting of an anode and an air cathode separated by a proton exchange membrane (PEM) (Figure 1a). The exoelectrogens were contained in the engineered conductive and hydrophilic anode chambers and freeze-dried until used. The introduction of wastewater through an inlet connected to the anodic chamber rehydrated the freeze-dried cells, activating their metabolism and producing electrons and protons. The electrons were transferred to the conductive paper fibers and moved to the external circuit while the protons...
were transported to the cathode through the PEM to maintain the electroneutrality of the system. At the air cathode exposed to the air through the large hole (Figure 1a,c), the protons were reduced with the oxygen, and electrons traveled from the anode.

3.1. Conductive and Hydrophilic Anodic Chambers

In order to hold the exoelectrogens in liquid and harvest electrons from the cells distributed by capillary action throughout the 3-D porous structure of paper, each paper fiber needs to be hydrophilic and conductive (Figure 2). Conducting polymers such as poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrene sulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS) have been widely used to fabricate conducting papers, as they possess controllable electrical conductivity ranging from semiconductors to metals [32]. Many studies demonstrated that the conductivity of the PEDOT:PSS can be substantially improved by mixing it with other solvents such as dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and ethylene glycol (EG) [27–29,33].

![Figure 2](image_url)

**Figure 2.** Schematic illustration of the fabrication steps for conductive and hydrophilic anodic chambers. (a) Defining Hydrophobic boundaries, (b) Conductive engineering the anodic reservoir, (c) Hydrophilic coating of the reservoir, and (d) pre-loading exoelectrogens.

Furthermore, its hydrophilicity can be enhanced by adding 3-glycidoxypropy-trimethoxysilane (3-G) [27–29]. Previously, 3-G/DMSO-modified PEDOT:PSS was used to define conductive and hydrophilic regions in the paper, which revolutionarily created a new, simple, and scalable fabrication
method for making paper-based printed circuit boards [27]. Our group for the first time applied this technique to a paper-based MFC, gaining greatly improved performance from a conductive and hydrophilic anodic chamber [29,30,34]. In this work, a more batch-fabricable approach was proposed to simultaneously define nine anodic chambers on the 2-D non-conducting paper sheet (Figure 2a). The DMSO-modified PEDOT:PSS mixture (Figure 2b) and the 3-G solution (Figure 2c) were poured into a spray gun glass bottle, and sprayed onto the entire surface of the paper. The solution slowly but efficiently absorbed into the paper. We then could form conductive and hydrophilic anodic reservoirs without blocking any of the paper’s pores (Figure 3a,b). This structure enabled conformal and densely packed biofilm formation (Figure 2d,c). The sheet resistance (~350 ohm·sq\(^{-1}\)) of the engineered anodic chamber was measured by using a four-point probe method, and did not significantly change even with repeated extensive mechanical deformations (up to 80 bending cycles) (Figure 4). This indicates that the conductive and hydrophilic chemical coating is stable and resilient on paper substrates.

**Figure 3.** SEM (Scanning electron microscope) images of the anodic chamber. (a) Non-treated paper and 3-G/DMSO/PEDOT:PSS-treated paper (b) without and (c) with bacterial cells. 3-G: 3-glycidoxypropy-trimethoxysilane; DMSO: dimethyl sulfoxide; PEDOT:PSS: poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene):poly(styrene sulfonate).

**Figure 4.** Sheet resistance of the anodic chamber vs. the number of bending cycles.
3.2. Freeze-Drying Bacterial Cells

For on-demand power generation and a long shelf life for the biobattery, the exoelectrogens were preloaded and freeze-dried in the engineered anodic chambers (Figure 5). The preloaded exoelectrogens covered the conductive paper fibers three-dimensionally and conformally, forming densely packed biofilms (Figure 3c and Figure 5a). Then, the cells were freeze-dried, keeping them intact through the freezing, sublimation, and desorption processes (Figure 5b). Freeze-drying has been widely used for the long-term preservation of bacterial cells [35,36]. Although not all bacterial strains survive the process, and further studies on exoelectrogens are required, freeze-drying allows the MFC technology to find more applicable and potentially realizable applications as a practical and accessible power supply in remote and resource-constrained environments. We previously demonstrated that the wild-type Pseudomonas aeruginosa PAO1 can be freeze-dried and rehydrated so that their metabolism generates power (Figure 5c) [29]. Furthermore, our recent literature survey indicates that P. aeruginosa can produce protecting proteins under oxidative stress such as freeze-drying (Figure 5b) [37,38], which will probably improve their survival rate during the process.
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**Figure 5.** Schematic illustration of bacteria storage, their rehydration with wastewater, and their power generation. (a) Pre-loading bacterial cells in the anodic reservoir, (b) freeze-drying the device with the cells, and (c) rehydrating the cells for on-demand power generation.
The rehydration of freeze-dried exoelectrogens is a critical step for on-demand power generation [39]. Among many factors affecting cell viability during rehydration, the media is important in restoring water to the dried cells. Our previous report showed that human saliva and bacterial media could activate the bacterial metabolism [29]. In this work, we tested organic wastes as a rehydration media, which are readily available in resource-limited areas. This result shows the potential of MFCs to harness energy from a wider range of soluble and renewable biomasses for practical applications. Further investigation of bacterial survival abilities after freeze-drying and during storage and rehydration will be our future work.

3.3. Power Generation from a Single MFC Unit

We first demonstrated fabrication and operation of a single MFC unit (Figure 6 and Figure S1). A 3-D MFC was created by folding a 2-D paper substrate with two functional folding tabs; one tab for an anodic bacterial respiration, and the other for a cathodic reaction. The anodic tab was engineered to have a conductive and hydrophilic feature with a carbon current collector, while the cathodic tab was composed of a wax-based PEM, an air-cathode catalyst layer, and a nickel current collector (Figure S2).

![Figure 6. (a) Photos and (b) schematics of the single microbial fuel cell (MFC) unit.](image)

Previously, many studies demonstrated that the wax-based PEM can work as an ion exchange membrane, separating the anodic part from the cathode while allowing protons to pass through [18,19,25,26]. The cathodic surface was exposed to the air for a maximized cathodic reaction, and a hole was made through the entire cathodic tab to allow the sample to be introduced to the anode after folding. First, we dropped various concentrations of the exoelectrogens in L-broth (LB) media in the engineered anodic chamber through the inlet on the cathode side, and measured the polarization/power curves with different external load resistances (Figure 7a). The optical density at 600 nm (OD600) was used to control the concentration. Given that the maximum power density of a fuel cell system is obtained when the external resistance is equal to the internal resistance of the system [40], Figure 7a shows that the internal resistances (~4 kΩ) of our MFCs were quite consistent with the increased bacterial concentrations, while their power and current densities were enhanced significantly. This indicates that the device was well fabricated, with no variation, and the folding procedure did not have any negative effects on the device performance. The maximum power and current densities
of 1.23 μW·cm⁻² and 30 μA·cm⁻² were obtained, respectively, from the 1.0 OD600 concentration of the bacterial culture (Figure 7a). A higher concentration of culture than the 1.0 OD600 was too viscous to allow the solution to flow through the paper matrix, decreasing the MFC performance. Unless otherwise specified, the 1.0 OD600 concentration of the bacterial culture was used for the other experiments. The conductive and hydrophilic engineering of the paper with the 3-G/DMSO-modified PEDOT:PSS substantially improved the MFC performance, as the bacterial cells in media were easily distributed horizontally and vertically throughout the entire hydrophilic anode, and the cells were attached to the conductive paper fibers, harvesting electrons from the media (Figure 7b). This 3-D anodic scaffold extracted the collective electrons from all of the bacterial cells in the anodic chamber. The maximum power density from the engineered anodic chamber was 1.6 μW·cm⁻², which was about three times higher than that of the non-conducting paper MFC.

![Polarization curve and power output](image_url)

**Figure 7.** Polarization curves and power outputs measured from the single MFCs (a) with different concentrations of non-freeze-dried bacterial cells; (b) with 1.0 OD600 culture of non-freeze-dried cells in the anodic chamber with or without PEDOT:PSS treatment; and (c) with rehydrated freeze-dried cells (1.0 OD600 culture) in a different liquid. A control without bacterial cells was also prepared for comparison.

After we confirmed the optimal concentration of bacterial cells and engineered the anodic chamber for the high MFC performance, the bacterial cells were preloaded in the engineered anodic chamber
and freeze-dried for storage. Then, the device with the cells was stored in our lab set at 22.8 °C and 45% of relative humidity for three days (Figure S3a). For on-demand power generation, the freeze-dried bacterial cells were rehydrated with wastewater obtained from the Binghamton-Johnson City Joint Sewage Treatment Plant (Figure S3b).

The power density harvested from the wastewater was comparable to the LB media, and the current density was even higher than the media (Figure 7c). The control MFC without bacterial cells produced much smaller current and power outputs than the samples, indicating that the energy generation was mainly generated from the bacterial metabolism and their electron transfer reactions.

3.4. Power Generation from a Nine-Cell MFC Stack

The origami-inspired fabrication of the single MFC unit was extended to form a nine-MFC stack (Figure 1a). Basically, the MFCs were formed on two folding tabs consisting of the anodic and cathodic layers (Figure 1b,c). Each folding tab was 5.6 cm × 5.6 cm, and included nine anodic or cathodic components (Figure S4). Two more folding tabs for the electrical series connections were added. By folding the tabs with a certain pattern along predefined creases, nine MFCs were created, and at the same time, they were all connected in series (Figure 1d–g).

We first preloaded the bacterial cells on each MFC anodic chamber and freeze-dried them. For easy and compact storage, the MFCs were folded until used. Since the cells were not activated and the external loads were not connected, the folding did not later affect the MFC operation. For on-demand power generation, we unfolded the device and introduced 25 μL of wastewater as an activation liquid to each of the nine anodic chambers. We waited 5 min for the cells to be fully rehydrated and be ready for electron transfer. Then, we refolded the device, forming nine MFCs and connecting them in series.

Five repeated measurements with other MFC stacks had a relative standard deviation of less than 3.5%. The open circuit voltage of the battery stack was 2.3 V, and its maximum power and current were 20 μW and 25 μA, respectively (Figure 8), which can be further improved by simply adding more MFCs and tabs within a small and single unit. This MFC stack platform is a great example of how easily paper can be folded and unfolded with the origami technique, and how multiple batteries can be combined in a compact manner.

![Figure 8. Polarization curves and output powers measured from the nine-MFC stack with wastewater activation liquid.](image-url)
4. Conclusions

We created an origami-inspired paper MFC stack, producing a maximum power and current of 20 µW and 25 µA, respectively. Hydrophilic and conductive anodic chambers were formed in paper with 3-G/DMSO/PEDOT:PSS to improve bacterial biofilm formation and their metabolism, ultimately increasing the MFC performance. We also developed batch-fabrication processes for constructing multi-MFC units on a single sheet of paper. By folding, the 2-D paper formed 3-D MFCs, and connected them in series. Folding and unfolding acted as an electrical switch for the whole MFC stack operation. Freeze-drying was applied to store the bacterial cells, and rehydration generated on-demand power. In this work, we specifically used wastewater as a rehydration media to activate the freeze-dried bacterial cells and harvest bioelectricity from bacterial metabolism. The proposed origami technique revolutionized the fabrication, operation, and application of the paper-based MFCs, which can move this technique beyond the realm of conceptual research and advance its translational potential toward practical, real-world applications.

Supplementary Materials: The following are available online at http://www.mdpi.com/2313-0105/4/2/14/s1, Figure S1: Fabrication processes, Figure S2: SEM images of the compartments, Figure S3: SEM images of bacteria, Figure S4: Device dimensions.
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